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Computer-Assisted Language Learning for Upper-Intermediate Learners of English: Can 
Self-Study Learning Software Meet the Requirements of Adult Learners? 

Vyukove programy pro stredne pokroCile (B2) dospele samouky anglictiny: Dosahuje 
Software pozadovanych vysledku? 

Ceske Resume 

Predkhidana diplomova prace se zabYva soubory programu, ktere jsou urceny pro stredne 
pokrocile (B2) studenty anglictiny a ktere predstavuji ucebni pomucky pri samostudiu 
anglickeho jazyka. Prace nahlizi moznosti techto softwaru v kontextu vyuky dospelych. 
Jejim cilemje podat celistvY pohled na problematiku vyuziti pocitacu ve vYuce. Aby bylo 
mozne zjistit, zda-li soucasne softwary splf1uji to, co vyrobci slibuji, byl vypracovan 
seznam kriterii, podle kterych byly vyhodnoceny ctyfi na ceskem trhu dostupne vYrobky: 
ceske produkty Anglicky efektivne, Anglicka gramatika od firmy Landi a Anglictina 
Elements pro stredne pokroCile od firmy Langmaster International, dale program Tell Me 
More (7.0) Anglictina 3 od firmy Auralog, ktery pro ceske samouky adaptovala firma 
Leda, a take svetove vyznamny produkt Rosetta Stone U.K. English Level 3 od americke 
firmy Fairfield Language Technologies. Program Tell Me More byl navic testovan po 
dobu jednoho mesice v autentickem prostredi. 
Prestoze ma kazdy jednotlivY program specificka pozitiva, je zrejme, ze uplny uspech v 
samostudiu, ktere je zalozeno vyhradne na praci s temito programy nelze ocekavat. Prace 
se dale snazi formulovat moznosti vylepseni, s jejichz pomoci by vYukove programy 
mohly slouzit k samostudiu v rozsirenem smyslu, t.j. studium, v kterem by studenti 
napfiklad vyuzivali kooperaci s jinymi studenty. 



Abstract 

This thesis examines comprehensive self-study software packages for upper-intermediate (B2) 

learners of English, in the context of adult language learning and computer-assisted language 

learning. The aim is to provide a holistic perspective. To determine whether contemporary 

self-study software is likely to deliver on its producers' promises, a list of evaluation criteria is 

elaborated and used to evaluate the newest versions of four products that are available on the 

Czech software market: Anglicky efektivne a Anglicka gramatika by the Czech company 

Landi, Anglictina Elements pro sti'edne pokroCile by Langmaster Intemational which is a 

Czech based company as well, Tell Me More Anglictina 3 by the French company Auralog 

and adapted for Czech leamers by the Czech publishing house Leda, and finally Rosetta 

Stone U.K. English Level 3 by the American company Fairfield Language Technologies. In 

addition to the theoretical evaluation, one ofthe products (Tell Me More) was subjected to a 

one-month trial in an authentic context. 

Although, each program has its strong points, it is pointed out that success can not be 

expected from leaming that relies exclusively on these self·study materials. The thesis 

concludes by proposing improvements with which learning software could be successfully 

used in self-study settings in the wider sense, i.e. leaming that would for instance involve 

cooperation between different learners. 
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1. Introduction 

This thesis combines two topics which in recent years have gained considerably in 

importance. Firstly, Adult language learning in the context oflifelong leaming (Commission 

of the European Communities, 2003) has become a necessity as tlle result of globalization 

and a growing mobility of people, know-how and goods. Secondly, computer-assisted 

language leaming (CALL), as made possible through fast technological advancements in 

various fields of research. 

The ultimate objective is to answer these questions: Can self-study software designed for 

upper-intermediate adult English learners offer a viable altemative to class-based education? 

What is missing in these products? What needs to be improved? Can we innovate tllese 

products with the technology that is available? 

To allow for a holistic perspective, chapter 2 attempts at collecting a list of the most 

important requirements, always with the adult learner in mind. The next chapter will focus on 

a number of key issues related to language learning software and will try lo give tlle reader an 

idea ""hat contemporary software technology is capable of. 

What follows forms the practical part of the tllesis. Chapter 4 presents a one-month study in 

which subjects were asked to work with one of the available self-study software packages (Tell 

Me More). In Chapter 5, four packages are evaluated based on the list of requirements tllat 

have been elaborated in chapters 2 and 3. 

The profile to be examined 

Adult language learning is seen here as taking place in tlle context of further or lifelong 

education, as opposed to primary and secondary education. The fact tllat such leaming is 

generally underta.ken on an inherently voluntary basis, i.e. outside the context of compulsory 

education, has an important implications for the motivation behind the learning oflanguage, 

which explains the prominence given to this aspect in this tllesis. Vie will look at 

motiyationally related learning obstacles. 
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More specifically, the thesis deals with learners of English who come from a Czech speaking 

background and are endeavouring to reach the upper-intermediate level, known as B2, as 

defined in the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (Council of 

Europe, 2001). Learning is understood here as the learners' striving for long-term progress, 

as opposed to for example a quick brush-up before going on holiday. The learning-mode we 

are looking at is self-study, an extreme form of self-instruction without the presence of a 

teacher or mentor. 

In this thesis, the abbreviations LI and L2 are occasionally used to refer to the leamer's 

mother tongue (in our case Czech), and the second language to be learnt (English), 

respectively. The terms target language, second language and foreign language are used 

interchangeably. Referring to English as the second language does not rule out the possibility 

that learners have not studied another foreigll language prior to studying English. 

As to the learning materials, the focus is put on language learning programs which can be 

characterized as follows: they address the learner profile described above, come as 

standalone solutions (not web- or network-based), and are intended for home use as opposed 

to in-class use or use in a self-access centre. Furthermore, softw-are solutions under 

examination here address language learning as a whole, not only particular skills. Authorware 

for generating electronic learning content has been equally excluded. 
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2. The adult learner and the learning process 

In their comprehensive encyclopaedia on language learning and teaching, Byram et al. (2000) 

state that in the field of foreign language instruction few theories have been conclusively 

established (p. 4). In the course of the discussion which will involve a broad spectrum of 

factors in the learning process, this needs to be kept in mind. 

It goes without saying that all these factors are, in some way or another, interrelated and what 

is dealt with under one heading could with equal justification be treated elsewhere. This also 

means that a limited degree of repetition is inevitable. 

Looking at the eight sections of this chapter, the reader might ask: But where is dle teacher, 

and where are the teaching and learning materials? Every categorization, examination of a 

particular problem according to specific perspectives needs to be determined by dle context 

of the study. In our case, in self·instructional computer-assisted language learning for adults, 

dle teacher and the teaching materials are one and dle same dling, namely a piece of 

software. As this is where the overall focus of the dlesis lies, it will not be discussed in an 

individual chapter or section. 

2.1 Motivation 

Models of language learning motivation that seek to explain and possibly predict why 

individuals invest a particular amount of time and effort in a particular activity, and how long 

they are able to keep up thc effort. For this, they need to take into account a multitude of 

factors, including the fact that individual variables are likely to change considerably in the 

course of time, and that these variables may vary widl respect to different aspects of dle 

particular subject, for example the cultural background of the target language community as 

opposed to grammatical aspects of this language (Byram et al. 2000). In the case of language 

learning, the study of motivation is furdler complicated by dle fact that language and linguistic 

skills tend to be closely associated with our identities as social beings with regard to our 

capacities, our origin ete. Investigating how motivation tends to work is especially useful with 
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respect to adult learners, since as a result of a longer learner history motivational problems 

are much more common with adults than with children (Mothejzikova, 1998). 

Crookes and Schmidt (Oxford et al., 1999, p. 107) have proposed seven key components of 

the motivation to learn a foreign language: interest, success expectancy, relevance, belief in 

forthcoming rewards, involvement in decision making, persistence and high activity level. 

These factors will not be discussed individually, but in tIle context of related concepts. 

Intrinsic and extrinsic motivation 

Before a number of key factors tIlat determine success in second language learning are 

discussed in detail, tIle widely known opposition of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation is 

introduced, which ought to be seen as two extremes of a continuum ratIler tIlall a question of 

eitIler/or (Byralll et al. 2000, p. 434). Being intrinsically motivated meallS engaging in an 

activity for tIle pleasure in tIle activity itself, for eXalllple learning English only for tIle love of 

tIlis particular lallguage. It is safe to assume tIlat a pure case of intrinsic motivation is 

improbable, because even tIle lallguage learning addict is very likely to be inf1uenced by 

external factors such as tIle respect which will be gained by linguistic skills. Extrinsic 

motivation, on tIle otIler hand, meallS tIlat an external incentive provides tIle decisive reason 

for the learner to engage in tIle learning process. 

How to build intrinsic motivation 

Intrinsically motivated learners tend to be more successful tllall those tIlat are extrinsically 

motivated (Reeve, 2004, 255). But how can intrinsic motivation be increased? Perhaps most 

importantly, lallguage instruction tllat delivers is able to generate motivation by meeting tlle 

need for achievement (ibid.). But due to tlle complexity of tlle learning process, persistence 

will be required until results become visible. 

Also, building learner autonomy, which will be dealt witll in section 2.8, can be of significallt 

help to fostering intrinsic motivation (Byralll et al. 2000, p. 430, and jensen, 2005, p. 10m. 

This includes personalizing tlle learning process by offering a maximum freedom of choice 

for the learner alld adapting to his or her needs, witllOut neglecting guidance. This is 
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probably where the greatest potential for self-instructional computer-assisted language 

learning (CALL) lies, as compared to class- and book-based instruction. 

On the other hand, extrinsic motivational means can play an important role, as long as they 

are applied with caution. Just as learner autonomy, genuine interest can not be built over 

night (Hard, 1992, p. 132). Misapplicationleads to dIe opposite effect, namely learner 

dependence. Short-term goal setting in particular should not be done in dIe case of tasks dIe 

learner already takes a genuine interest in, as short-term goals may only boost "performance 

on uninteresting, straightforward task by generating motivation dIat dIe task itself cannot 

generate" (Reeve, 2004, p. 210). 

Long-term goals, however, are to be recommended irrespective of dIe learner's motivational 

orientation, because people widl difficult but specific objectives "outperform dlOse widlOut 

goals" (Reeve, 2004, p. 205). In our case, working towards dIe First Certificate in English 

could be a good idea. 

Bodl types of goal setting are feasible in learning software, but it is important to add dIat only 

accepted goals improve performance (ibid.), so it will be necessary to take learners' 

preferences into account to the maximum possible extent. Involvement in decision making 

and dIe sense of agency is an important source of intrinsic motivation (Reeve, 2004, p. 255). 

Games are similar to goals in that they can provide challenge. Incorporating game elements 

as a motivational factor is certainly advisable, but the problem widl games is dIat we tend to 

learn what we do (Dewey, as quoted in Postman, 1985, p. 144). In odler words, there is a risk 

dIat we do not learn what 'we are supposed to learn dIrough games, but dIat we radIer learn 

dIe principles and dIe ideas of the game itself (see also task-audIenticity in 2.4). To avoid dIis, 

game principles that have no correspondence with activities outside dIe learning setting must 

be applied widl caution. Siang Ang and Zaphiris (2006) recommend dIat learners should be 

able to turn ofI' game features. 

Devoting time to learning on a regular basis and in such a way dIat it becomes part of dIe 

daily or weekly routine is advisable because "frequent and consistent pairings of particular 
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situations with particular behaviors lead to strong links" between the two (Reeve, 2004, 

p.218). 

Further elements of motivational benefit that can be offered in learning software include 

effective learning and reference tools to support learner autonomy and the need for 

achievement, and models to follow by showing how successful learners have gone about their 

learning. The need to provide for social interaction, however, is largely incompatible with our 

learning mode (see section 2.8). Also, it will be difficult for the computer to provide "a variety 

of relevant experiences" as demanded by Reeve (ibid.). Another huge challenge to learning 

software developers consists in the need for precise and adequate feedback (see section 2.6) 

and the need to help the leamer to set realistic targets. 

Integrative versus instrumental language learning motivation 

Gardner's contrast between integrative and instrumental language leaming motivation 

(Byram et al. 2000, p. 425ff, and Gardner, 1960), deals widl motivation at the level of 

orientation. The distinction is very similar, but not identical with the opposition of 

intrinsically and extrinsically motivated learners, unless one assumes dlat language and culture 

are inseparably intercollnected. 

The integTative type of learner engages in studying English in order to move closer to the 

culture(s) of the English-speaking world for the wish to know and possibly even become a 

member of this group. "At a more general level, integration-wise motivated students arc 

expected to be non-audlOritarian and non-edmocentric because the presence of these two 

personality characteristics renects adherence to a rigid ingroup/outgroup dichotomy with 

concomitant suspicion and rejection of all outgroups" (Gardner 1960, p. 18). An 

instrumental orientatioll, by contrast, can be found when English is studied for dle sake of 

odler objectives such as doing business. 

So far, research has failed to provide conclusive evidence for the assumption that learners 

with an integrative orientation are more successful dlall those with an instrumental orientation 

(Oxford, 1999, p. 13). It follows that there is not yet a strong argument for integrating culture 
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in teaching in English. Accordingly, the requirement for meaningful input (as discussed in 

section 2.4) could also be met by other means, for example by providing texts of interest to 

the leamer that are not directly culture-bound. 

What Gardner was able to confirm, however, was that bad attitudes on the learner's part 

towards tlle L2-culture correlated witll underperformance (Byram et al. 2000, p. 425). Thus, 

ratller tllan tlle absence of a interest in, a negative attitude towards tlle target language 

communities will impede learning. The status of English as today's lingua franca, presumably 

tlle first truly global lingua franca in tlle history of mankind (Crystal, 2003), can influence tlle 

learners' attitudes towards its speakers botll ways. 

On tlle one hand, tllere is tlle diversity of Anglophone cultures and tlle fact that, as has been 

estimated, up to four out of five conversations taking place in English do not involve any 

native speakers (Byram et al. 2000, p. 357). The dislike of the culture of a particular English 

speaking country - in tlle context of contemporary politics this will most likely be tlle U .S. -

tllerefore does not necessarily imply a negative attitude towards tlle English language itself. 

On tlle otller hand, if globalization is seen as a negative development, which it undoubtedly is 

by many, tllen tllis negative attitude will also apply to the rise and influx of tlle English 

language as an accompanying process. 

Again, this could well be taken as an argument for not limiting culture-related content to tlle 

British and American peoples in order to do justice to tllC sociolinguistic reality. 

Success expectancy and self-efficacy 

Success expectancy (Oxford et al., 1999, p. 107) is a subjcctiye assessment of a multitude of 

factors that may determine whetller tlle learning objectives will be reached or not. Self

efficacy may be regarded as a subcomponent of success expectancy and refers to how 

learners see tllemselves witll respect to tlleir own skills. This is relevant because negative self· 

perception can have a harmful effect on tlle individual's learning ability (Hartl, 1992, p. 125tn 

and tends to influence learners botll in terms of choice and avoidance, i.e. witll regard to tlle 
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mealls chosen to achieve a particular objective. For example, if leamers regards themselves as 

poor writers, they might deny themselves a very important tool for developing fluency. 

Adults have, of course, a longer and potentially troubled leaming history (as opposed to 

children) which might involve, for example, successive failed attempts to become fully fluent 

in English. Past success makes people more likely to engage in leaming (Oxford et al., 1999, 

p. 125) as a sense of achievement tends to generate intrinsic motivation, and once "one's 

personal behavior history has produced a strong sense of efficacy, an occasional incompetent 

enactment will not change self-eHicacy much" (Reeve, 2004, p. 230), but sadly, this principle 

applies also vice versa. The problem with this acquired self-perception consists in the fact 

that, very often, it is deeply Hawed. Leamers may wrongly attribute failures to their own 

shortcomings. What will be needed are opportunities in which leamers may test their abilities 

to gain better knowledge of themselves. 

Learned helplessness 

In the worst case, what we have to deal with is learned helplessness (Reeve, 2004, p. 23811), a 

psychological state in which leamers believe they have no influence on outcomes and 

therefore display a decreased willingness to approach challenging tasks. They fail to use 

feedback as an important indicator which tells them "they need more effort, better strategies 

and more resources" (p. 238). Leamed helplessness prevents personal initiative - one of the 

key characteristics of successfulleamers (Dickinson, 1993, p. 129). 

What can be done to overcome this serious learning obstacle? The recommendations are 

similar to the ones need for building intrinsic motivation (further above). Firstly, the case of 

leamed helplessness calls for a strong emphasis on the leaming process. Instead of telling 

learners only what they need to achieve, tlley need to be told how to achieve it by offering 

tllem a model and concrete ideas to follmv (Burden, 2002). The problem of applicability in 

the teacher-less self-instructional setting will be discussed in section 2.8. Secondly, there is a 

need for anticipating obstacles that are likely to crop up along the way (Reeve, 2004, p. 215fl). 

It is helpful to know about the dif1iculty of a given task in advance in order to gatller strength, 
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to mobilize supporting resources, and to prepare remedial or backup plans to make up for 

failures. I am also convinced that telling learners about the complexity of the language 

learning process, which is discussed further below, will help them carry on in moment where 

they feel not to make any progress at all. Thirdly, learners should be given a clear idea of the 

relative importance of individual linguistic skills. For example, over-concem with accent 

should be discouraged, as well as completely abandoning fluency for the benefit of 

grammatical correctness (Burden, 2002). 

Relevance 

Relevance refers either to the importance of English skills as a whole or to how helpful a 

particular activity will be for making progress. In both cases, perceived irrelevance is one of 

the main reasons for which adults abandon language courses (Rowsell, 1992). 

As to the importance of the English language, it goes without saying that in the Czech 

Republic, increasingly some knowledge of English will be required in most non-manual jobs. 

In addition to practical reasons such as better access to information resources and increased 

mobility, the notion of whether or not particular skills are important is also influenced by our 

cultural values. Views as to the importance of English range from regarding skills as useful, 

desirable to considering them a matter of course. It remains to be seen whether language 

policies at national and supra-national levels, particularly the oflicial objectives of lifelong 

learning and extensive multilingualism all across the European Union (Commission of the 

European Communities, 2003) will have a profound efTect on the mentality in individual 

member states. But why should it be necessary for a leamer to improve his knowledge of 

English, if he or she can get by with her current level? For our profile, that is adults on Uleir 

way to reaching Ule upper-intermediate level, the need for basic communication will hardly 

suflice to make learners seriously engage in the leaming process. 

ReleYance is also linked to confidence. If the teacher, in our case the learning software, is not 

regarded as trustworthy in terms of being able to help learners to achieve their goals, their 

advice will not be followed (Reeve, 2004). 
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Persistence 

Leaming a foreign language requires commitment on a long-term basis. The need for 

learners to keep up their effort is complicated by the fact that such leaming is gradual, 

accumulative and non-linear (Hartl, 1992), which makes it sometimes difficult to track 

progress and provide adequate feedback. For example, knowing lexical items involves 

knowledge about meaning, formal aspects and a series of constraints, such as collocational 

combinability and style. Combined witll homonymy, polysemy and otller relationships 

between different items, it will be quite impossible to learn vocabulary items as a whole at one 

go and in a simple, straightforward manner (Nation, 2001). What is more, delays in learning, 

not yet supported by a lot of evidence but easy to observe at all levels oflearning (Ruin, 1996, 

p. 94), as well as phases of seeming stagnation, present a serious motivational challenge. 

2.2 Readiness to learn: aptitude, anxiety and physiology 

This chapter unites tluee concepts which refer to the leaming capacity of tlle adult learner in 

terms of readiness to learn, as opposed to tlle willingness to learn which was treated in tlle 

preceding section. While aptitude is seen here as a general factor that is unchangeable in 

principle, anxiety and physiology are understood as factors tllat are related to tlle learner's 

momentary condition and tllat can optimized in tlle short-term. 

Aptitude and age 

Aptitude tllen is a stable variable describing cogllitive abilities in the context of language 

learning (Byram et al., 2000, p. 37). It can vary witll respect to different subskills, and it is 

influenced by tlle learning history, above all tlle length of initial learning, tlle period tllat has 

passed since leaming was discontinued and !lle line of vvork. This means tllat learners witll 

higher education are better prepared for adult learning tllan tllOse witll basic education only 

(Hartl, 1992, p. 124). 

I personally have not encountered a single person who would provide real evidence for a 

genuine inaptitude to achieve at least medium communication skills in a foreign language. All 
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cases of failure to do so that I have been able to study and observe can be satisfactorily 

explained on motivational grounds. 

The good news with regard to adult language learning is that "age-related changes are no 

obstacle to learning" (Byram et al., 2000, p. 15). Although it is true that after a critical age of 

around 15 or 16 years, the chance of achieving native-like proficiency is very low (Ruin, 1996, 

p. 76), but even for such ambitious objectives cases of success are reported (Byram et al., 

2000, p. 23). The cognitive factor that has significant consequences on adult language 

learning is the presence of a fully developed Ll, treated also elsewhere in this dlesis (see 2.4 

and 2.6). Information on dle foreign language tends to be subordinated to dle set of acquired 

Ll-specific schemata (Leaver & Shekhtman, 2002, p. 18). Of particular importance is dle fact 

dlat adults have lost dle ability to discriminate different sounds in general, as opposed to dle 

phonetic inventory of dleir modler tongue (Wilson & Keil, 2001, p. 789). This goes hand in 

hand widl a reduced f1exibility in general and worse motor skills, compared to children. 

Conversely, adults are in possession of a better general memory and better leaming skills 

(Modlejzikova, 1998, and Hartl, 1992). Also, dleir attention span is longer (Jensen, 2005) 

Otller factors dlat cannot be altered but need to be taken into account when designing 

learning materials include physical disabilities, dle likelihood of which is growing as dle 

learner is becoming older. For instance, at the age of 40, almost half ofthe population is 

visually impaired. It can be helpful if adult leamers are told dlat dleir perceptive faculties tend 

to be worse tllall earlier in life alld that tllerefore dley will need to concentrate more (Hard, 

1992, p. 113ft). 

Anxiety 

Eskallzi (1999) says that learners need to feel at ease for learning to be effective. Similarly, 

Krashen, in relation witll his aflective filter hypodlesis (Mitchell & Myles, 2004, p. 44ft), 

claimed dlat anxiety can act as a mental block. This is closely related to what has been said 

about self~eflicacy and learned helplessness (in section 2.1). Anxiety may impede learning for 

eX<lillple because adults, when dley are convinced tllat tlley are unable to solve a given task, 
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tend to automatically filter out important information as they perceive it to be meaningless 

(Hartl, 1992). In language learning, anxiety is often tlle result of confusion, reliance on tlle 

part of tlle teacher on reward and punishment to generate motivation, or embarrassment of 

tlle learner to speak in front of tlle class. For tlle last mentioned problem, computer-assisted 

self-instruction might well offer a solution. 

Physiology 

There are two ways to approach tllis aspect. On tlle one hand, much can be achieved by 

adapting learning schedules to tlle biological rhytllm of tlle individual (Hartl, 1992, p. 110), 

which is more easily achieved in self-instruction tllall class-based learning. On tlle otller halld, 

perfOrmallCe can be enhallCed by appropriate nutrition, drinking enough water in particular, 

and physical activity. Jensen (2005) gives a detailed account of tlle important role movement 

plays in learning. He quotes a series of studies carned out by Dwyer et al (p. 63) which 

showed tllat better performance can be achieved by devoting some of tlle study time to 

physical exercise. Kinesiology researchers (e.g. Krebs & Brown, 1998) have elaborated a 

comprehensive set of metllOds to improve and stimulate mental activity. For instance, tlle 

benefit of cross-lateral movements such as crossing over a right arm to one's left side and vice 

versa has been pointed out Gensen, 2005, p. 51). 

Sadly, such knowledge has not yet been implemented on a broader scale. To quote Jensen 

again: "It's truly astonishing tllat tlle dominant model for formal learning is still 'sit and git.' 

It's not just astonishing; it's embarrassing" (p. 60). \i\1hile progressive teachers are using for 

instance role-play involving physical movement, tlle problem of computer-based learning is 

tllat it invites learners to do tlle exact opposite of what has been said about movement. What 

can and should be done witll regard to biorhytllm, nutrition and tlle need for movement is to 

include practical and trallSparent advice in self-study materials. 

2.3 Time 

Time is a relevant topic because it is increasingly considered a scarce commodity, tllesc days. 

This applies to adults to a much larger extent tllan it does to children at the age of 
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compulsory education, because their daily rhythm is determined by full time jobs and family

related responsibilities (Byram et al., 2000, p. 8). Time dedicated exclusively to learning is 

not easily available, and when there is time, it might be at times inappropriate in connection 

widl people's biorhydlms, i.e. before or after work - unless dlere is an employer who is 

particularly favourable to education. If language learning takes place during dle work day, 

especially freelancers and people in leading positions run dle risk of being constandy 

interrupted by phone calls and visitors. But fully dedicated time is necessary to allow 

intentional learning to happen (Byram et al. 2000, p. 666), to allow learners to concentrate 

and engage actively in the leaming process (see section 2.4). According to my experience, 

dlere is not a real chance of success if too litde of such quality time is available is available. 

Not even dle best English course can dlen be of any help. 

Learners also need to realize that leaming a foreign language is incomparably more time

consuming dlall for example acquiring basic driving skills. AldlOugh it is generally believed 

now dlat first and second language acquisition are very different from one allOdler (Mitchell 

& Myles, 2004), it is helpful to keep in mind that learning one's modler tongue is neidler a 

pain- nor effordess task, but a long process involving coundess hours of practice alld 

exposure (Modlejzikova, 1988). 

Many cases of adults giving up a learning project are linked widl irregularly or unexpectedly 

occurring events, such as illness, changes in the housing situation, and work- or family-related 

problems (Rowsell, 1992). As has been pointed out in dle preceding section, such dlreats can 

be significandy reduced by plans how to reswne work and to make up for interruptions. 

2.4 Effective learning 

The past two centuries have seen a number of fundamental shifts as to what effective 

teaching, or learning, looks like. I find it important to stress dlat dlere is some trudl in all of 

dle major approaches, and what will emerge from dleir contributions to our understanding of 

learning will hopefully be a highly l1exible and balanced approach. It would be wrong to 

regard many of dle principles established by dle various movements as mutually exclusive or 
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contradictory - instead, they ought to be regarded as complementary (Mothejzikova 1998, p. 

43, Nation, 2001, p. 2ff~ and Byram et al. 2000, p. 666), as it has been put forward by 

constructivist theorists: learning is fundamentally pluralist and relativist in nature (Naidu 

2003, p. 74). 

Scaffolding as one of the key concepts put forward by constructivist theorists is a metaphor 

that can be usefully applied to various aspects of learning, notably to improving intrinsic 

motivation (see section 2.1), to building learner autonomy (2.8), and to fluency development. 

It is useful because it describes that balance that has to be struck so often between guidance 

and independence. 

Firstly, in language learning there is botll a place for a cognitive approach, i.e. learning 

tllrough conscious processing of information, as well as a mechanic, behavioural approach, 

i.e. the use of drills to effect habit formation. A similar contrast exists between implicit 

(meaning-focused) and explicit (form-based) teaching. Often botll are needed, and tlle ---------- ----------

optimal balance will depend on tlle particular learner profile and on tlle skill to be acquired. 

For example, pronunciation requires more of an implicit approach tllall other skills. 

Conyersely, dinicult grammatical points - tllis might apply to some aspects of tlle learners 

motller tongue as well - are more suitable for explicit teaching. 

Secondly, adult learners, more tllall children, require new information to be brought into 

connection vvitll existing knowledge, but at tlle same time there needs to be a certain element 

of newness to ensure their attention. 

Thirdly, early practice is needed, because tlle earlier knowledge is put into practice, tlle 

better. This again holds for adults in particular (Hartl, 1992, p. 142). On tlle other hand, if a 

learners are forced to produce language at a level that is beyond their current skills, as tllis is 

quite likely to lead to fossilization, discussed in section 2.6. If botll f1uency alld accuracy are 

to be achicyed, there needs to be a balallCe between learning new structures alld practicing 

them. 
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Fourdlly, learning ought to be seen as a cooperative as well as an individual process. We will 

return to dIis point in section 2.8. 

Lasdy, Bjork (1996) points out dIat what delivers results very quickly may not necessarily lead 

to optimal performance in the long run. This is an argument which points to dIe need for 

active learning, for dIe deep-level processing of information. But immediate results are 

sometimes needed to boost motivation (see 2.1). The need to learn and revise at adequate 

intervals will be dealt widl in section 2.7. 

Cognitive or explicit approach 

There are a series of differences between dIe conditions of first and second language (Ll and 

L2). The significandy smaller amount of time available in L2-learning has been referred to. 

Also, unless in an immersed setting, dIere will be a lack of exposure, especially widl regard to 

meaningful interaction (Leaver & SheklItman, 2002, p. 18). If these disadvantages are to be 

compensated, adult learners need to make use of dIeir relative advantages, particularly dIeir 

better cognitive skills (Ruin, 1996, p. 123). And finally, in contrast to children acquiring dIeir 

modler tongue, in dIe case of adult learners dIere is dIe presence of dIe well developed first 

language to be reckoned widl. 

Focus on form or explicit instruction, which should not be limited to phenomena at word or 

sentence level, but ought to include "features of discourse, sociolinguistic rules of 

appropriacy, and communication strategies" (Byram et al. 2000, p. 127), brings a number of 

benefits. First of all, I am sure dIat many adult learners in this country will be used to dIis 

approach from dIeir school days. Secondly, it will create the kind of metalinguistic knowledge 

need for learners to monitor dIeir own output (self-monitoring) and build structures dIat will 

make sure dIat knowledge will remain accessible "as time passes and contextual cues change" 

(Bjork, 1996, p. 187). A conscious, logical understanding of dIe matter may allow learners to 

reconstruct knowledge that has been impaired by longer periods during which they have had 

not contact widl dIe foreign language in question. This mClaknowledge also facilitates dIe use 

of reference sources. For example, knowing what a conditional is allows learners to find it 
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very quickly in all sorts of materials. Thirdly, explicit instruction is needed to achieve 

accuracy, as learners are likely to overlook many formal elements unless forced to notice. 

(Chapelle, 2005, p. 747, and Ruin, 1996, p. 122). 

Implicit learning and habit fonnation 

The problem with explicit knowledge is that our capacity to pay conscious attention is 

limited. Comprehension and production of f1uent language are far too complex to be 

achieved without a high degree of automatization (Hulstijn, 2003, p. 419). Stephen Krashen 

introduced the useful distinction between learning and acquisition to refer to explicit and 

implicit knowledge (Mitchell & Myles, 2004, p. 44). To allow learners to apply knowledge in 

spontaneous production, learned skills have to become acquired skills, i.e. they have to 

become automatized (Ruin, 1996, p. 56). This will be particularly useful in the case of 

frequently needed knowledge. Fast access to basic phrases will give leamers a sense of f1uency 

and help tllem keep up a conversation in the foreign language. Tozcu and Coady (2004) 

recommend tlle automatization of corc vocabulary items as tllis will also facilitate tlle use of 

monolingual dictionaries, for instance, bccause automatization decreases reaction time for 

word recognition and frees up attention capacity for unknown items and overall 

understanding. Moreover, drill or habit formation plays an important role in eliminating 

intractable errors which hayc become fossilized in the course of many years. 

Active learning 

A tllird perspective relates to tlle notion that our memory is fundamentally different from tlle 

way computers store and retrieve information. Most importantly, accessing knowledge will 

effect, to a certain degree, its consolidation and reconstruction: "Ratller tllan being left in tlle 

same state it was in prior to being rccalled, the retrieved information becomes more 

recallable in tlle futurc" (Bjork, 1996, p. 1871). The impact is greater if tlle retrieval takes 

place in tlle context of a problem-solving task tllat requires creative and productive tllinking. 

One example for such a task is writing a little story about a given topic. 
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Active learning relates also to the amount of active practice. Mackey, as quoted by Morton 

and Jack (2005, 172) found that leamers who actively participated in an interaction produced 

more advanced structures than those learners whose participation in the interaction was less 

active. 

Active learning relates also to the amount of active practice. Mackey, as quoted by Morton 

and Jack (2005, 172) found that leamers who actively participated in an interaction produced 

more advanced structures than those learners whose participation in the interaction was less 

active. 

There are two important points to be derived from what has been said so far: one, reliance 

on input alone is a very ineffective form oflearning (Gass, 1997, p. 138). Two, introducing 

difliculty tends to benefit long-term performance, or in other words, mechanic reproduction 

is less effective than problem-solving. 

While both explicit and implicit instruction are relatively easily to implement in self-study 

CALL, the need to include creative problem-solving tasks and opportunity to speak in 

meaningful settings, represents a real challenge for leaming software developers because it 

requires the computer to process not just predictable choices, but to process natural human 

language in its full complexity. Attempts to provide such capability will be looked at in 

chapter :1 

Variety 

The need for variation as a result of our brain's tendency "to learn from experience and to 

slowly lessen the response" Oensen, 2005, p. 37) applies to all aspects of the leaming process, 

ranging from a multitude of topics in a range of formats to the physical location, manner of 

interaction and the leaming mode. The former are undoubtedly feasible in self-study leaming 

software, but there is not much room for variation with regard to the second set of 

conditions. 
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Relating new to existing knowledge 

It is one of the central claims of Piaget and his followers that individuals build knowledge by 

integrating new with existing information (Leaver & Shekhtman, 2002, p. 18). Put differendy, 

knowledge dlat remains isolated is wordlless and will quickly become inaccessible. Adult 

learners in particular tend to regard new information as irrelevant and meaningless if dley 

cannot see any connection widl what dley are familiar widl (Hard, 1992, p. 76). This holds 

for topics, i.e. dle need for content widl appeal to dle individual learner, dle learning medlOd, 

as unfamiliarity widl the chosen approach is also one of main reasons for which adults 

abandon language classes (Lamping, 2003), and dle need to tc1.ke into account existing 

linguistic skills including dle modler tongue: "The new language must be firmly linked to the 

universe of dlings and events which learners have, for dle most part, already experienced 

dlroUgh dle modler tongue" (Byram et al. 2000, p. 416). Also, adults are significandy worse at 

remembering meaningless syllables (Hard, 1992, p. 138), which explains dle need for 

mnemonic aids. For instance, Nation (2001) describes ways of remembering dle form of new 

lexical items by likening dlem as much as possible to parts of items dle learner already 

knows. 

To stick to dle monolingual principle, especially in a non-immersed setting, means opening 

the door for interferences and failing to take advantage of positi\'e transfer (Modlejzikova, 

1998). What is more, dle greater dle amount of new information, the greater dle need for 

processing, integrating and organizing it. All of dlese requirements could be met by 

sophisticated learning software, for instance by offering a wide choice of topics and providing 

vocabulary management tools such as mind maps. 

Authenticity and level 

In my understanding, authenticity in learning can either refer to the language material or the 

learning activities. Texts are regarded as authentic if dley have been produced widlOut dle 

intention for dlem to be used as an instrument in second language learning (Byram et al. 
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2000). Activities are audlentic if they correspond widl functions dle language fulfIls outside 

dle language instruction. 

Aist says dlat in order to maximize transfer from dle assisted to dle unassisted task, dle ought 

to look as similar as possible (1999, p. 169). According to Naidu (2003, p. 74), audlenticity is 

able to generate meaningfulness, and dlis is what is needed to get dle attention of adult 

learners. Buchholz (1992) reports dlat learners prefer audlentic materials, and Chapelle 

(2005, p. 748) adds dlat, instead of simplilication, extra information should be provided for 

learners to be able to cope widl audlentic language, for example in dle form of glosses. 

According to Krashen's input hypodlesis (Mitchell & Myles, 2004, 44ff), opportwlities to 

learn arise from linguistic input which is slighdy above dle learner's current competence. If a 

new item is surrounded by familiar context, dlere is a real chance dlat its meaning can be 

inferred - a very effective way oflearning (Motllejzikova, 1998, p. 33). At lower competence 

levels, few appropriate audlcntic texts and activities are available, but for learners approaching 

the upper-intermediate level, a huge range of audlentic learning opportwlities become 

available. While contemporary human-computer interaction technology is unable to simulate 

most of the real life tasks, computers are able to offer bodl a broad selection of topics to 

allow for choice on dle part of the learners, and dle tools to work widl dlem. However, such 

assistance needs to be as comprehensive as possible, for dle adults' reduced tolerance 

towards ambiguities (Hartl, 1992). 

Learning style and learning strategies 

To begin with, I find it useful to state dle basic difference and relation between tllese two 

concepts, and point out tlleir significance in our context. Both refer to dle learners approach 

to learning, but style refers to permanent cognitive characteristics dlat determine dleir 

approach to tasks and situations, while strategies are regarded as acquired over time and 

dlereforc as changeable, at least to some degree (Byram et al. 2000). 
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It follows that our task is to get leamers to know their style and providing them with 

instruction which takes individual learning style into account. Widely know is the distinction 

between the holist and the serialist (Byram et a1. 2000, p. 346). 

As to the strategies, it will be both necessary to base instruction on the set of strategies the 

learners already use, as well as gradually alter this set in accordance with general learning 

principles and with the individual style, because a mismatch between style and strategies is a 

learning obstacle (Bull and Yingxin, 2001). However, we do not know enough yet about 

strategies to be able to design sophisticated training of language leaming strategies. For the 

time being, we cannot not do more than help leamers "engage as fully as possible in the 

reflective tasks of planning, monitoring and evaluating their own leaming" (Byram et al. 2000, 

p. 579f) to build autonomy (such skills must not be taken for granted by leaming software 

designers, see section 2.8), and enrich the repertoire of strategies they use, because successful 

learners are the ones who look for altemative ways of solving a task instead of "sticking 

stubbomly with one approach", which makes learners more susceptible to obstacles and 

irrelevant details (Reeve, 2004, p. 255). In particular, leamers need both skills for 

gcneralizing and accuracy (see 2.6), and that they need to actively seek out opportunities for 

practice and interaction. 

In the case of adult learners, it will often be necessary to "undo some of the ill eflects of 

school" (Curtin, 1979, p. 284), for instance the dependence on written language. This 

obstacle can be the result of outdated teaching methods based on the instruction of the classic 

languages, or of misconceived parallels to the instruction of the learner's mother tongue 

which rightly focuses on written aspects of the language. This calls for an emphasis on spoken 

language beyond initial stages (Mothejzikova, 1988). 

2.5 B2 - The upper-intennediate level 

The Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEF or CEFR) defines six 

reference levels not in terms of structural, but communicative skills in a foreign language 

(Council of Europe, 2001). The learner profile dealt witll in tllis tlleses is represented by 
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learners who have, by reaching the third level, named the Threshold Level or B1, become 

independent language users. On the way to the next level, known as the Vantage Level or B2, 

independence is being redefined; instead of merely being able to move for example in a 

foreign country where the second language ill question is spoken, learners will be able to 

account for their opinions; instead of only taking part in social discourse, they will be 

expected to be able to organize it, for example by inviting others to join a discussion ete. 

(ibid., p. 35). By and large, the focus is shifting from being able to express an idea at all to 

being able to express it in an appropriate way. 

The same holds for knowledge of language structure as well; once the basics have been 

acquired, it is time to work on refined skills - at all levels of the language. In pronunciation, 

learners need to focus on suprasegmental aspects (Eskenazi, 1999, p. 63). Morphological and 

syntactical areas to be studied include finer points of both the verb phrase, for instance 

conditional, reported speech and the contrast between simple and continuous forms, and the 

noun phrase, for example countable versus uncountable nouns and article use (Natural 

English upper-intermediate ESOL curriculum guide, 1996). At the level oflexis, there is a 

transition from the core vocabulary to specialized words according to the interests and the 

profession ofthe learner (O'Dell, 2007). 

2.6 Fossilization and the importance of feedback 

In the preceding section, the intermediate level vvas described as having achieved 

communicative competences at a basic level. From a pragmatic point of view, this may well 

be the most important step in the language learning process altogether. There might be no 

need to learn about finer aspects of the language, or this need might not be immediately 

perceptible. And indeed, according to Lewis (as quoted in Williams, 2002), a majority of 

learners will not manage to advance further from here. If there is a lack of progress despite 

continued effort and exposure to the target language, we are presented with a case of 

fossilization. Other terms to refer to the same phenomenon include frozen system, stabilized 

errors, learning plateau, and false automatization (Han & Selinker, 2005, p. 455). 
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Altough this is a widespread problem, the good news according to Ruin (1996, p. 121) is dIat 

"dIere is no empirical basis for concluding dIat fossilization constitutes a serious restriction on 

dIe learning process of advanced learners generally". 

Interlanguage 

Before we take a closer look at fossilization itself, it is useful to get familiar widl one of dIe 

key terms in the field. Interlanguage as originally put forward by Selinker (Mitchell & Myles, 

2004, p. ISm refers to dle individual learner's grammar, i.e. his skills in dle target language 

(L2), which is bodl different from the L2 and dIe learner's modler tongue (Ll). The learning 

process can be described as the effort to make dIis interlanguage as similar to dIe L2 as 

possible, wherefore dIe interlanguage is an dynamic system. The point of departure for this 

evolving grammar is dIe Ll and possible odler foreign languages dle learner knows, but 

according to research findings not all deviations, i.e. dle difference between dIe interlanguage 

and dle L2, can be attributed to interferences from dlis existing knowledge (Ruin, 1996, p. 

67). Also, interlanguage does have its own "own system of rules" (ibid.), which has important 

implications for error management. It remains to be said dlat deviations are present not only 

in the form of wrong application of particular structures, but also in the under-use of 

structures that are typical for dIe L2. 

Fossilization and its causes 

This tcrm too can be understood in two different ways. It can refer to dIe retention of errors 

in spite of on-going learning, or it may depict stagnation in dle learning process as a whole. It 

includes instances known as backsliding where dIe learner knows the correct structure (in 

terms of dlc L2-grammar), but frequently, especially in spontaneous production, resorts to a 

different structure (Byram et al., 2000, 308). 

But what are the causes of fossilization? Han and Selinker (2005) name tlle following: 

problems tllat lead to fossilization: a lack of good input, an absence of corrective feedback, an 

absence of good learning principles, and also motivational, attitudinal and cognitive 

constraints (sce section 2.1). 
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In the context of bad leaming principles, there is one in particular that deserves closer 

inspection. "Communication before structure" means that leanlers have communicate 

beyond their competence (Mothejzikov;l, 1998, p. 29). To make up for their shortcomings; 

they have to rely on structural knowledge of other languages, but usually their mother tongue. 

By using the same of these wrongly transferred structures over an extended period of time, 

bad habits are formed which will become increasingly difficult to eliminate. 

A lack of exposure to good L2 language can also mean over-exposure to bad L2 language. 

Specifically, today's learners of English are confronted with the omnipresence of global 

English. Those who have participated in intemational meetings with a only small proportion 

of native speakers have witnessed the kind of English that is commonly used in such contexts. 

Another common risk to pick up faulty habits are texts on the intemet, where authorship is 

often obscured and the learner is unable to find out whether the text has been written by a 

native speaker or not. 

Learners are more prone to develop fossilized errors that are shared by learners of the same 

L1-background in general (Han & Selinker, 2005, p. 455), but they are less likely to fossilize 

deviations that present obvious communication obstacles (Byram et aI., 2000, p. 218). 

How can fossilization be overcome? 

Exposure to the target language, not even full immersion in the L2, will hardly achieve to 

change faulty habits that have become firmly fixed (Byram et al., 2000, p. 218). How then can 

the encrusted system be broken up? To put it simply: As long as errors are exploited, 

learning will continue (Rozzi, 2007). There is the need for comprehensi\'c feedback based on 

a learner-specific analysis that takes also the learners linguistic background, i.e. his or her 

mother tongue, into account. To get rid of bad long-term habits in terms of spontaneous 

production, drills may also be necessary. 

Feedback which leads to learning can come in different forms. Apart from explicit feedback 

by a professional, there are implicit ways for leamers to learn about their mistakes. The term 

"negotiation of meaning" describes the clarification process after an error by the learner has 
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led to a breakdown of the conversation (Gass, 1997, p. 104). Ideally, such settings provide 

learners with opportunities in which they can test their knowledge and where they are forced 

to notice shortcomings in their skills. Recasts are equally attractive because they interfere less 

widl ongoing interaction dlall explicit feedback (Morton & Jack, 2005, p. 172). Bell (2005) 

points out dle positive effects of humour and language play in foreign language learning, 

because dley tend to destabilize dle interlanguage. By contrast, bodl simple right-and-wrong 

feedback widlOut furdler specification and incessant feedback should be avoided, odlerwise 

learners are likely to adopt a trial-and-error approach to learning (Bjork, 1996) and might 

become dependent on feedback. 

Feedback needs to be consistent and should be provided in ways and at intervals which take 

dle individual learner into account (Eskenazi, 1999, p. 63). For instance, for learners widl 

"high reactivity or widl chronic anxiety and stress, it is often preferable to provide additional 

time between dle learning event and dle feedback on their performance" (Jensen, 2005, p. 

55). 

2.7 Priming, revising and planning 

This section deals widl two aspects of scheduling; one, the need to introduce, review and 

revise learning content in a reasonable manner, and two, the need to limit the amount of new 

information and to allow for pauses. Furtller principles such as tlle need to structure content 

adequately, in particular the ordering from simple to complex (Hard, 1992, p. 107), are 

equally important but will not be discussed in detail. 

Pre- and post-instruction phases 

Jensen (2005, p. 38fl) proposes five phases for teaching and repetition in addition to the 

actual instruction itself. Pre-exposure and priming are implicit forms of presentation which 

should take place weeks or montlls, and minutes or seconds, respectively, before dle 

principal instruction. Pre-exposure allows learners to, unconsciously, summon up existing 

knowledge and create a basis for tlle integration of new content; so does priming, which can 

be regarded as a warming-up activity. Previewing also is intended to prepare dle ground but is 
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an explicit form of preparation and is to be scheduled minutes or hours before instruction. 

For example, it is a good idea to tell learners what a particular text is about because it will 

lead to a better understanding (Hartl, 1992, p. 141). 

As to tile consolidation of knowledge after instruction, jensen makes a distinction between 

reviewing and revising. Compared to revising, reviewing tend to be more of "rote process" (p. 

40). Accuracy is of particular importance here. Revision, by contrast, is understood as deep

level processing of what has been learnt. This step, which should be repeated in tile 

beginning at shorter, tllen increasingly larger intervals (Nation, 2001), involves tile kind of 

active retrieval described in section 2.4. Monitoring and feedback is needed tllroughout tile 

revision process, because retrieval comprises tile risk of gradual distortion. The maximum 

number of repetitions needed to consolidate vocabulary items is generally at around seven 

(ibid., p. 81). 

It should be added that frequent and massed repetition is to be avoided. Witll regard to habit 

formation, reinforcement that takes place on an occasional, irregular basis is more effective 

(Hart!, 1992, p. 107). Cognitively, pauses are also important - tllis is tile focus of tile 

following paragraph. 

Limited capacities 

The general principle to be respected to make sure tllat information is remembered can be 

summarized as "one tiling at a time". On tile one hand, this relates to tile fact tllat adulLs need 

to focus on one activity at a time (Hartl, 1992). Adult learners in particular struggle if advised 

to keep a particular piece of information in tlleir short-term memory while doing something 

else. On tllC otller hand, learners must not be expected to pay attention to new input and 

process earlier input at tile same time (Jensen, 2005, p. 36f). Adults are even more 

susceptible to interferences tllan children, that is tile mutual impediment of old and new 

information (Hartl, 1992, p. 177). This calls for the provision of pauses to give learners 

enough time to fix knowledge internally. In order to avoid interferences, it will also be 
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necessary not to study similar content in direct succession, and in some cases even to ofTer 

contrastive instruction (ibid., p. 179). 

There are also limitations as to the length of instruction units and the amount of information 

that can be processed in one session. For instance, Goodfellow (1999) found that the 

acquisition of more than eight new items per hour is not realistic in the long run. Though 

adults are able to concentrate for longer periods, their attention span is also fairly limited. 18 

minutes of direct instruction should not be exceeded Qensen, 2005, p. 37). 

2.8 Self-study 

In a study comparing different leaming modes, Vancova found that the attitude of a majority 

of adults is not favourable towards teacher independent learning modes (2007, p. 74). But the 

wide range of products offered for this very purpose indicates quite clearly that there is a 

demand for such altematives to class-based instruction. While the reasons to opt for self

study are manifold, according to my experience most cases fall into two categories. One is 

that no appropriate course is offered at tl1e time and place and for tl1e level needed, the other 

is a general lack of time; learning can, it is sometimes assumed, can somehow be squeezed 

into tl1e busy schedule witllOut allocating fully dedicated time; tl1at tl1is is unlikely to work has 

been explained in section 2.3. 

Before self-study is discussed in detail, it \\ill be helpful to make a distinction between self

study itself and two closely related concepts, leamer autonomy and self-instruction. 

Leamer autonomy, to begin witl1, does not refer to a leaming-mode but ratl1er to a set of 

skills on tl1e part of the learner, notably the capacity for "self-evaluation and self

determination" (Schwienhorst, 2003). It is at tl1e same time a precondition for and a driving 

factor behind self·instruction, which sees tl1e learner taking on as much responsibility for the 

learning process as possible. Its importance lies in tl1e fact tl1at, firstly, adults are used to take 

decisions tllemselves (Hartl, 1992). Participation in the decision making process is likely to 

boost tl1eir intrinsic motivation (see 2.1). Secondly, adult leamers form a highly 

heterogeneous group in terms of differences in age, leamer history, interest'>, and abilities as 
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well as differing possibilities to interact with native speakers. Autonomy will help to take these 

specific profiles into account in that it allows learners to seek out and make use of 

opportunities to practice and to get corrective feedback outside the language classes 

(Dickinson, 1993). 

As to the difference between self-instruction and self-study, it is important to stress that self

instruction involves both interaction with peers as well as assistance by teachers or mentors 

(ibid.). By contrast, self-study, as it is understood here, does not provide for learner 

cooperation nor for assistants. Who then will know enough about leaming and learning 

materials to guide the process? Obviously, it would be foolish to assume that the average 

learner is capable of coping with such a challenging task (Goodfellow, p. 199). Not only 

would it be wrong to expect that learners in general have the same methodological know-how 

as trained teachers, it is also true that few contemporary educational institutions have begun 

to prepare their students genuinely for autonomous learning (Byram et al., 2000, p. 13). 

What follows then is that good self-study materials need to cope with unskilled autodidacts. 

They need to help learners to improve their self-study skills, but at the same time this effort 

must not dominate the learning progTamme as a whole in such a way that it becomes more 

important than the actual aim, the improvement of the learners knowledge of the foreign 

language (Dickinson, 1993). 

The major problem of self-study: the lack of human interaction 

The self·study setting is problematic not only in terms of guidance, planning, and monitoring, 

or for the fact that the presence of a human tutor "who models how to set goals, develop 

strategies, formulate implementation intentions, monitor performance, monitor performance, 

and evaluate [the learning) process," enhances learning (Reeve, 2004, p. 222). It has also 

been claimed that cooperation between learners in general is advisable (Naidu, 2003, p. 29, 

and jensen, 2005, p. 94), based Oil Vygotsky's hypothesis that learning and language learning 

in particular has a strong social component (Chapelle, 2001, p. 31). This seems convincing 

with respect to verbal interaction as an opportunity for active practice, if peers possess similar 
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skills in the foreign language. The benefits of negotiation of meaning have been pointed out 

in connection with fossilization (section 2.6). But human interaction is important on 

motivational grounds as well. Other learners can be a source for creativity, humour and 

inspiration, for example as to new leaming strategies. Because peers can provide learners 

with models to follow, their presence may be helpful to overcome learned helplessness 

(Hartl, 1992, p. 144, see also section 2.1). It is not surprising that, reportedly, more tllall a 

quarter of adults who attend classes do so in order to meet and to identify witll otller people 

(ibid., p. 135). 

Requirements for self-study materials 

In tllis subsection, a number of fundamental requirements are listed, on tlle bases of self

study and self-regulation principles as laid out by Dickinson (1993), Reeve (2004), and Hartl 

(1992). 

In a first phase learners should be helped to gain knowledge about tllemselves, witll regard to 

tllree aspects; firstly: Where are tlley now (i.e. what are tlleir current skills)? Secondly: 

Where do tlley want or need to go (i.e. what is tlle overall objective)? 

And thirdly: What are tlle personal factors tllat should to be taken into account, in terms of 

individualleaming style, aptitude, leaming history, motivation, personal interests and 

individual access to native speakers? As to tlle overall objective, it has been pointed out tllat a 

strong end goal, typically passing tlle First Certificate in English examination, is helpful in 

general, regardless of differing motivational characteristics. 

To allow for tlle use of data already known or for reusability of tlle data gathercd, skills ought 

to be measured and described in compliance witll tlle Common European Framework of 

Reference. Preferably, once it will be generally available, leaming soitvl'are will offer an 

interface for tlle electronic version of tlle European Language Portfolio. 

On tlle basis of tllis extended wants- and needs-analysis, it will be necessary to work out a 

detailed action plan which includes sub-goals and time limits. Many cases in which people 

failed to achieve tlleir objectives can be traced back to problems at tllis stage - in particular 
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the failure to specify not just what goals one wants to reach, but also how to reach them, and 

the failure to anticipate problems that can occur on the way and plans how to cope widl dIem 

(Reeve, 2004). For instance, all self:study materials should remind learners of dIe need for 

social interaction. They ought to suggest ways to make up for these learning mode-related 

deficits. 

The question as to dIe size and difficulty of sub-goals depends on dIe motivational profile of 

dIe learner (see section 2.1). In dIe case of less experienced autodidacts, it might well be 

necessary to adapt plans after some time has elapsed, on dIe basis of more precise self

knowledge. 

Goals are only useful if there are reliable ways of testing progress. This calls for benchmarks, 

tests and review sections. Also, Dickinson (1993, p. 185) suggests the use of learning diaries 

to track progress and improve self· knowledge. Each record should include dIe date, dIe 

learning unit(s) and dIe activities that have been done, information on how dIe learner 

performed and the difficulties dIat have been encountered, and intentions widl respect to dIe 

following session. 

During activities, clear and comprehensivc instruction as to the tasks and learning objectives 

are key (Hirata, 2006, p. 282), and bodl performance and self·monitoring can be enhanced if 

learners are told about dle level of difficulty of individual tasks. Also, more dlall basic 

computer skills must not be taken for granted; Dickinson (1993) recommends the use of dIe 

learner's modler tongue for instructions and explanations. 

For feedback to be helpful, it needs to be as specific as possible. Additionally, as questions 

and doubts dlat may arise during activities are dillicult to anticipate, learners should be 

offered comprehensive reference sources (Hartl, 1992) which can be accessed tllrough 

different means (l<x instance, grammar refercnce that can be searched bodl by linguistic 

terms and by frequent examples of tlle particular phenomenon). 

Learners can be significantly empowered if they have tlle chcUlce to learn tlle grammatical 

terminology needed to access reference works effectively, if tlle learning process is 
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transparent to them so they can gradually take on more responsibility for the process, and if 

they are provided with useful knowledge with respect to effective leaming. What is more, 

learners should be informed about altemative means and sources for improving their skills. 
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3. Selected aspects of computer-assisted language learning 

In the preceding chapter, the focus has been on the learner and the learning process. Now it 

is time to discuss software-related issues. The first section positions the software we want to 

examine in terms of four perspectives. This will be followed by an examination of human

computer interaction and a short section on the potential with regard to internet-based 

services. The chapter is concluded by a discussion of two manifestations of artificial 

intelligence, that is learner modelling and natural language processing. 

3.1 Dimensions of description 

Firstly, we are concerned Witll CALL in tile narrower sense and tllerefore witll applications 

that have been developed witll tile express purpose of supporting foreign language learning. 

Richmond (1999) uses tile term "dedicated CALL" as opposed to "integrated CALL" which 

refers to software tllat serves general purposes but can play an important role in language 

learning, particularly word processors, internet communication applications (text, voicc and 

video messaging clients), and programs for playback of multimedia content. 

Secondly, the focus is put on system-driven programs, tllat is intelligent tutoring programs 

that take or help tile leanler to take decisions as to tile choice and sequence of activities and 

content for learning. The notion of intelligence refers to tile "preliminary or continuous" 

monitoring of tile user's performance (Colpaert, 2004a, p. 227) to take these decisions. A 

typical example of tile user-driven approach, tile opposite case, are electronic reference 

works. 

Thirdly, because programs are intended to fully substitute class-based instruction, and 

because we deal witll learners who seek overall progress, what is needed is comprehensive 

learning software tllat teaches all important aspects of tile English language (in tile contcxt of 

the given level). By contrast, specialized leanling software addresses only particular areas, for 

instance pronunciation, vocabulary, or spelling. 
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Lasdy, dlis thesis confines itself to standalone software. Standalone, as it is understood here, 

refers to dle idea dlat all parts of dle software including the learning content and user data are 

stored on dle computer itself~ as opposed to web- or network-based solutions. It also means 

dlat dle learning software is not an added component of a different application, as proposed 

in dle framework of integrated micro learning (Gstrein & Hug, 2006). Such technology, for 

instance screen savers which teach dle leanler a new word every time he or she resumes 

computer work, integrates language leaming into dle routine use of odler software. 

3.2 Human-computer interaction: the user-interface 

The term user interface, as opposed to functional elements of a computer software, refers to 

dlOse parts dlat are responsible for processing input from and generating output to dle user. 

It may be regarded as the communication channel(s) between dle learner and dle actual 

program itself (Plass, 1988, p. 35). Contemporary technology uses text, graphics and sound 

for output; keyboard and pointing devices (mouse or touch-pad) are dle primary means of 

input, sometimes complemented by audio input (processing of microphone signal) or even 

video input (processing of camera signal). These means providc uscrs widl navigation and 

access structures to retrieve and altcr stored data. 

The demands on thc user interface dcpends on two factors, that is the range and complcxity 

of tasks dle program can carry out, and the amount of training that its users may be expected 

to have received prior to use. This explains why, in most software for non-professionals, the 

user interface accounts for huge proportions of thc source code and dle design effort (Wilson 

& Keil, 2001, p. 379), because sophisticated technology is worthless unless a good user 

interface guides and allows people to use it effectively (Eskenazi, 1999, p. 71). This involves a 

balancing act betvvecn patronizing and empowering the user - once more dle notion of 

scaffolding suggests itself (see chapter 2). Holland et al. report dlat learners want to be ablc to 

navigate as freely as possible dlrough the learning software (1995, p. 16), but as dley are given 

more freedom of choice, there is also a gTcater risk of misapprchension on dle users' part 

(Goodfellow, 1999, p. 110). 
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Metaphors 

Of primary importance in today's user interfaces is the use of (predominantly) spatial 

metaphors. By alluding to objects and tlleir behaviour we are used to fi-om everyday life, tlle 

purpose of tllese metaphors is to allow for intuitive use. 

Metaphors range from low level elements such as buttons, scrollbars, tree-structures and 

drag-and-drop mouse-actions, to higher level metaphors which are responsible for tlle 

organization of entire applications and operation systems. Such elements want to make tlle 

overall structure of the program transparent (Lonfils & Vanparys, 2001). In tllis context, tlle 

findings of Schcohlik and Kol (2006) according to which users get a better feeling of 

orientation tllrough a-z indices as opposed to access tllrough hyperlinks only, are not 

surprising, because people are more used to linear organization of content tllall to 

networking. 

Common examples of complex metaphors include tlle comparison to a book, which is 

convenient for tlle notion of linearity described above. The window metaphor, by contrast, 

helps users to understand that more thall one process Call be active at a given time, just as 

one can have diflerent documents and books on the table, on top alld next to each other. A 

third kind of metaphor, the idea of multiple rooms, associates diflerent types of activities, for 

example vocabulary learning versus pronunciation training, with diflerent locations in a virtual 

building. 

Sophisticated user interfaces go beyond the general idea of a given metaphor and address 

associated details as well. In the case of a book, for instance, highlighting, annotation alld 

book marking would be supported, alld an extended multiple-rooms metaphor would allow 

users to get a general idea of what is of le red by taking a quick tour through tlle diflerent 

rOOlTIs. 

Further ways of improving the user interface 

Manuals on cross-platform prof,'Tamming languages such as Java point to the fact that 

interface design needs to be consistent with tlle interface behaviour of tlle given operation 
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system. In other words, porting (i.e. adapting) sofhvare designed for Microsoft's Windows 

operation system onto the Mac OS X environment should include changes with regard to the 

user interface as well. 

In order to facilitate navigation, users are to be ofTered multiple paths to access a particular 

sections of the program, and access to its main parts ought to be available at all times. Also, in 

the different screens of a program we need to find control elements arranged in a consistent 

manner, and the proposed activities grouped in a logical way. Specifically, related tasks 

should be put together and ordered according the progression of the superordinate task 

(Lonfils & Vanparys, 2001). 

The dilemma between offering immediate access to many program parts with the risk that the 

user will get lost, and offering only the most relevant options but annoying more experienced 

users by forcing them to click their way through endless dialog boxes, so-called wizards, can 

be solved if the interface adapts to the evolving program-related skills of the users. For 

instance, for novice users, the choice of easily accessible options could be limited; later on, 

when they have gained a basic understanding of how the program works, the number of 

controls available at one time could be increased. Holland et al. present another good idea to 

address tJIe problem: after a certain amount of time has elapsed during which tJIe user has 

remained inactive, the system could prompt tJIe user witJI an information box offering 

additional advice of what to do next (1995, p. 18). In a similar 'way, user interfaces need to be 

foolproof as to typing errors or other unintended input on tJIe part of the user (Lonfils & 

Vanparys, 2001). 

A last point regarding user interfaces concerns the choice of language - in our case, should 

we opt for Czech or for English? For more advanced learners, Melton (2006) found no 

significantpetween interface language and user performance; but because in the context of 

self·study confusion has to be avoided at all costs, Dickinson (1993) recommends using the 

learner's mother tongue. 
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3.3 Outside-world interface 

In this short section, we are going to look at a different kind of interface. Although the 

software profile under inspection has been specified as not requiring network or internet 

services, supporting the use of such connections to the outside world can be very useful in 

different regards. 

First of all, software is subject not only to programming errors (so-called bugs), but to 

incompatibilities arising from evolving operation systems and other computer components as 

well. Ideally, an application is able to download and install updates automatically through the 

internet. 

But on a more advanced level, internet services can play a role in learning. On the one hand, 

programs could support learner interaction in terms of a learner networks, tandem leanling, 

and computer-mediated communication (Chapelle, 2001). Study results, for consultation, 

and learner input the program is unable to process adequately, for correction, could be sent 

to licensed trainers for evaluation (Colpaert, 2004a). On the other hand, updated or tailor

made learning content could be delivered via the internet to the leanler. 

3.4 Learner profiling 

Good teachers are "veIl acquainted with their students' wants and needs, and the same should 

be the ambition of a intelligent tutoring program. The technology needed to allow this 

involves artificial intelligence - a term which in the context of learning software, according to 

Chapelle (2001), is sometimes used only to refer to natural language processing, but quite 

clearly applies to advanced learner profiling as well. This section deals with adaptability as to 

the objectives, interests, linguistic skills, learning style and strategies of the learner. The 

question of how familiar the learner is with the software, indeed also part of a comprehensive 

learner model, has already been treated in section 2.2. 

In a first step, learners should be given the opportunity to define general goals and anticipate 

the amount of time they will be able to im"est in the learning process. Dickinson (1993) 
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proposes that learners indicate the following, albeit based on subjective knowledge: a 

definition of the goal, its relative importance, and the current as well as the target competence 

level. 

Then, the leaming software needs to gain better knowledge of the learner to translate this 

goal into a detailed action plan. Shortcuts are needed to spare learners the need to undergo 

extensive testing before they could finally begin to study. In this respect, it will be useful to 

take into account subjective knowledge learners already possess about themselves (Byram et 

al., 2000, p. 438), namely through self-report questionnaires. 

Discrete point tests based on a minimum of questions, though their reliability is contested 

(Byram, 2000, p. 181), can also make sense, provided that the learner profile will be refined 

later on. The "Compleat Lexical Tutor" (sic) of the Universite du Quebec a Montreal, 

intended for vocabulary profiling, offers a good example of existing technology for such 

purposes (Dodigovic 2005). 

As to the difliculties leamers face as a result of differences between their mother tongue and 

the target language, thanks to the Intemational Corpus of Learner English (I CLE) Ll-specific 

interlanguage profiles are already available for a number of languages, including Czech. 

To find out about individual learner style and strategies, Bull and Yingxin (2001) have 

dncloped an ambitious electronic algorithm which is based on R. Oxford's leaming 

strategies questionnaire (SILL) and Myers and McCaulley's learner style questionnaire 

(MBTI). 

Data based on continuous monitoring will not only be needed for precision, but also to 

account for Ule fact Ulat all factors (except for the learner's style and language learning 

aptitude) tcnd to change over time (Eskenazi, 1999). Most importantly, Ule systcm needs to 

build a leamcr-specific error database to counteract fossilization and detect error pattems Ulat 

point to shortcomings at higher levels. 
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3.5 Natural language processing 

Due to technical feasibility, language leaming software has always been better at presenting 

content, rather than receiving and processing it, and better at processing written rather than 

spoken text. Multimedia made audio and video playback possible, but did not change the 

inherent weakness as to the productive skills. WidlOut any natural language processing (NLP) 

capability, software was only able to match a string of characters entered by dIe learner against 

one or a set of defined words and at best tolerated spaces dIat had been added by mistake at 

dle end or dIe beginning of dIe character string. 

In dIe advent of advancements in NLP research, dIe hope is dIat one day language leaming 

software will be able to actually understand human language, be it spoken or written, in its full 

complexity. While processing3learner input in restricted contexts has become possible and 

increasingly higher level structures are addressed as well, dlis ultimate objective will remain 

wishful dlinking for many years to come. "Complete covcrage of a human language is 

impossible", Holland et a1. (1995) wrote more dlan a decade ago, and explained why natural 

language processing for use in language learning presents an even more challenging task: 

While the input of (educated) native speakers is highly consistent vvidl a given norm, learner 

input is based on their interlanguage grammar (see 2.6). As pointed out, interlanguage is 

partially systematic, but it is difficult to describe in exact terms because it is individual and it is / 
"'---/ 

evolving in a non-linear manner (Chapelle, 2001). Thus, there is no exact model against 

which to match leamer input. 

Ref1ecting on how native speakers manage to understand non-native speakers, often even 

despite serious deviations from the standard gTammar, tells us what would be needed for 

computers to deal comprehensively widl leamer input: the use all dues dlat are available to 

them in order to disambiguate dle unfamiliar structures. In addition to grammatical 

knowledge, such clues may relate to dle following: semantic knowledge, knowledge about the 

world, knowledge about dle particular context (including the particular discourse situation 

and knowledge about the interlocutor), and possibly even knowledge about dle non-native 

speaker's linguistic background. 
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While many of these issues remain unresolved for the time being, the question of the 

learner's background may well tum out to be one of the great potentials of CALL. Models 

(see preceding sections) based on the learner's performance and on knowledge about 

mistakes that are typical for the particular Ll-background, allow systems to take decisions 

according to probabilities. 

Holland et al. point out the need for NLP systems to be robust, as incorrect feedback leads 

to confusion or even mis-leaming (1995, p. 4). Sadly, this is often the case in commercial 

learning software. Wildner (as quoted in Morton &]ack, 2005, p. 176) reports that in some 

systems it could happen that a native speaker was rated worse than non-native speakers. 
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4. Explorative study: self-study learning software put to the test 

Testing a product under authentic circumstances means gaining priceless first-hand 

experience, and empirical evidence gained through such testing will always be needed to 

prove or disprove theoretical claims. Though my resources did not allow for a large-scale trial 

which could actually provide conclusive evidence for any hypothesis, the study which is 

described in this chapter served to explore the major aspects of our complex problem. 

4.1 Objectives 

The main objective of the study was to find out whether one of the best selling language 

learning tutors, the software Tell Me More by Auralog, would be able to meet learners needs 

in a teacher-less self-instructional setting. Not least because there were no means available of 

verifying whether learners had made any real progress during the short time span of the 

study, the focus was put on motivational aspects of computer-assisted self-study. It was hoped 

that result') would reveal the strong points as well as the shortcomings of the learning software 

and thus provide support for the evaluation criteria used in chapter 5. 

4.2 Method and materials 

In the course of one month, 10 participants were asked to invest a minimum of 2,5 hours per 

week in the learning project, preferably on almost a daily basis. For a lack of resources 

(especially, the small number of subjects) and the huge range of factors at play, a quantitative 

approach was chosen, with an explorative objective. 

Pre-Study questionnaire 

At the start of the self·study trial, subjects were required to answer a number of questions 

relating to their individual background including age and professional setting. They were 

asked about past language leaming, whether they had any professional experience with 

languages, for instance as translators, editors or teachers, whether they had experience with 

self· instruction, what their computer skills were, and if they had ,my experience with language 
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learning software including electronic dictionaries, both stand alone and online. Three further 

questions explored the reasons for which they wanted to improve their English language 

skills, their attitude towards the language and its associated cultures, and their subjective wants 

and needs as to particular subskills such as pronunciation or morphosyntax. 

Installation and instruction 

The initial inquiry was followed by setting up the learning software products, listed in the 

following section, on the computers of dle participants. If preferred by dle subject, dle 

software setup was carried out by me. This phase also involved providing for hardware 

including headsets in case participants did not have adequate equipment at dleir disposal, 

basic training as to how dle individual programs were to be used, and instruction what dley 

were to do in case of technical failures or learning difficulties. Subjects were also informed 

about dle background and dle aim of dle study. 

The actual trial and the learning software Tell Me More 

Once subjects had begun dle one mondl trial, I did not interfere unless contacted by 

participants for any study-related problem (technical failures, need for assistance widl dle 

learning software or inability to invest dle weekly amount oftime required). 

Post-study questionnaire 

A second questionnaire provided additional information 011 the exact conditions of dle trial 

as well as an evaluation on dle part of dle participants of the computer-assisted self-study 

setting. Widl respect to dle conditiolls, subjects were asked if they had engaged in additional 

activities related to learning English, especially with regard to interaction widl odler learners 

or native speakers. They were also asked whether dley had been able to find dle required 

time for studying on a regular basis, and whedler they had experienced disturbances during 

study sessions. As to dle evaluation, subjects specified what dley had liked, not liked or 

missed about dle software and the learning mode. They were also to indicate to what extent 

dley had engaged in additional language learning-related activities. 
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4.3 Participants 

The 3 men and 7 women who took part in the trial all come from an educated background. 

All possess university education, most in the field of the humanities, and their age ranges 

from 26 to 50. Needless to say, participation was voluntary. 

4.4 Reservations 

There is a wide array of reasons for which the study needs to be regarded as qualitative and 

exploratory; first and foremost, the small number of participants and their similar educational 

background means that results can only indicate tendencies, not reliable data which is 

representative for the entire population. Secondly, the time span of one month is simply too 

short to make reliable statements about the leaming process as a whole. What would be 

needed is a 6 up to 12 month study - the time typically needed to advance from B1 to B2. 

Thirdly, there was no control group (for instance autodidacts who would be using only 

conventional materials), and results may rely too much on self-report (Ruin, 1996). See also 

the introduction to chapter 5. 

4.5 Results 

fustaIlation-phase 

The software installation was carried out by me in seven out of ten cases. 3 subjects did not 

have a computer at their disposal that would meet the technical requirements of the software, 

and only half of the participants possessed a headset, which made it necessary to organize 

quite a lot of technical equipment. 

Pre-Study questionnaire 

Not surprisingly, all subjecl'i already had some experience with self-studying, and all 

possessed at least basic computer skills (for instance browsing the intemet, and using standard 

progTams such as Microsoft VVord). All had used electronic dictionaries before (web-based 

or standalone), but none had any experience with language leaming software in the narrower 

sense. 
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As to their motivation for studying English, there was only one person with a real interest in 

the English language for its own sake or any of its associated cultures; instead, most named 

the general relevance in the job market and dle expectation dlat sooner or later not knowing 

enough English would have negative consequences for dlem. While dlere was no true low

confidence case widl respect to foreign language learning, none of dle subjects considered 

dlemselves extraordinarily talented for dlis task. 

Observations during the study 

Lamping (2003) reports dlat during a combined self-study trial subjects had made very litde 

use of assistance, and my experience was exacdy dle same. I was contacted only once, 

because of a technical failure of one of dle borrowed computers. 

Post-study questionnaire 

Most importantly, only half of dle participants managed to invest dle amount of time 

required. Those who failed to attend on a daily basis to dle learning task pointed to a lack of 

time (usually because of too much work), and to being unable to study during late evening 

hours (often dle only time available for learning during the week). These subjects also tended 

to be the ones whose profession involves a lot of computer work. 

As far as tlle leaming software (Tell Me More) is concemed, it was praised for its game 

elements as well as dle dialogue based interactivity by dlOse who felt less confident widl 

learning languages; by contrast, it was severely criticized by those widl higher self-confidence: 

These leamers were unwilling to subject dlemselves to the learning medlOd of dle program. 

Most subjects felt at a loss at one point or another, and most missed dle presence of 

comprehensive grammar reference. Also, most preferred an extenlal dictionary such as dle 

bilingual dictionaries by Lingea, to dle limited internal dictionary of Tell Me More. 

The worst judgement on tlle learning software was passed after the trial had ended: none of 

dle participants seemed inclined to continue using Tell Me More. 
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Further findings include the fact that most subjects missed the presence of a human teacher, 

and most made an effort to supplement the computer course with other forms of learning, be 

it through films, books, or conversation courses. 
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5. Evaluation of four comprehensive software packages 

While every evaluation must begin with a description of and start from the intended use of a 

product, with the language learning potential of the software as the ultimate criterion 

(Chapelle, 2001), there are two ways how to approach the task of evaluation itself. A 

judgemental analysis, the theoretical approach, is carried out by looking at the software and 

trying to answer a set of questions. An empirical analysis, by contrast, involves long-term field 

testing, ideally under circumstances that are as close to the authentic conditions as possible. 

Understandably, since second language acquisition remains a field where few controversies 

are settled for once and for all, practical long-term field testing or 'empirical analysis' 

(Chapelle, 2001) is the only way to prove whetller a product is useful or not. And as Park 

(2006) points out: "The current evaluation tools can hardly be trusted because of lack of 

empirical evidence from research on tlle effectiveness of software programs." 

But to make tllings 'Norse, a large part of tlle small amount of empirical data on learning 

software we do possess is not fully trustwortllY. Hubbard (2005) names the following reasons: 

in many cases, the number of participants is far too small and tlle training and support tlley 

receive before and during tlle trial is insufficient. Most research is restricted to tlle initial 

stages of a learning project, takes place only over a short period of time, and deals witll novice 

learners, i.c. subjects who are unfamiliar witll tlle tasks or programs in question. What is 

more, Hubbard reports tllat many researchers rely too much on subjective data based on self· 

report questionnaires, as opposed to performance data gatllered by tracking and monitoring 

software. 

At best, conclusions are tlle result of a systematic application of a balanced and purposeful 

set of questions. To my knowledge, all information provided by tlle Czech Ministry of 

Education through tlle so called 'Evaluacnf Web' (MSMT, 2007) is exclusively based on 

tlleoretical analyses. 
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The need for reliable infonnation 

As a result of a lack of empirical data, there are very few experts learners can turn to for good 

advice; teachers usually know as little about learning software as sales assistants in software 

shops. 

But why do we need reliable evaluation data? If companies such as Fairfield Language 

Technologies allow their customers to try out their products for up to six months and fully 

refund them if they are not satisfied, why not let users choose themselves? On motivational 

grounds, a trial-and-error approach can be disastrous for learners who suffer from learned 

helplessness, as every negative experience will worsen their attitude; and for all learners, the 

prospect of success needs to be real for them to fully engage in the learning process (see 2.1). 

With respect to fossilization and learning strategies, bad learning practice may not only be 

ineffective, but can indeed even be counterproductive; both fossilized structures and bad 

learning habits can become even more difficult to eliminate (see 2.6). And as to the 

availability of time and money, few adults will be neither able nor willing to invest in 

successive individual testing. 

The problem, of course, becomes worse as the market grows. In 1992, Buchholz predicted 

that not until long there would "be as many different CALL programs as there are language 

learning textbooks on the market" (1992, p. 137). A glance at the Czech market for language 

learning software will convince those who doubt that Buchholz was right: Czech based 

suppliers range from well-established publishing houses (Langmaster and Leda) to small 

enterprises (such as Langsoft, Terasoft, and Eddica) and one-man companies (e.g. Vitware). 

The internet has brought down costs for publishing and distributing software, and allows 

companies to sell their products in the entire world. But constructive competition is hardly 

possible unless customers are able to choose products on the basis of transparent 

information. 
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On the selection of programs 

There were two main criteria which led to the present selection of four leaming software 

packages. One, dle choice was restricted to programs dlat are bodl available on and intended 

for dle Czech market. Specifically, only software dlat uses eidler Czech or English for its user 

interface was considered. Two, dle objective was to choose products dlat are representative in 

terms of dleir market position. 

5.1 Background infonnation: company, availability, product description etc. 

Anglick.y efek.tivne a Rosetta Stone English Anglictina Elements pro Tell Me More 
Anglicki grnmatika (U.K.) Level 3 sti'edne pokrocile Anglictina 3 

Faimeld Language 
LANGMaster 

Leda, Czech Republic, 
Company Landi, Czech Republic International, Czech 

Technologies, U.S. 
Republic 

and Auralog, France 

Web site www.Jandi.cz \Yw\v.rosettastone.com www.Jangmaster.com 
www.ieda.cz, 

www.auralog.com 

3.0 (August 2007) 2003 7.0 (2005) 
Product version 2003 

English (u .K.) Level 3 Sti'edne po!aocile Level 3 

40f5 30f4 

Language level ,,~thin a 
30f3 (according to a company (level 4 deals ,,~th 

line of products (levels seem to apply to 301'3 representative, this level English for special 
grammar only) conesponds ,,~th the B2 purposes: Business 

objectives) English) 

Indication of the Level 
according to the - - Not clearly Yes 

Common European 
Framework (CEFR) 

998,-CZK ~ 5000 CZK (239 USD) 1248 CZK 1590 CZK 

at ""w.Jandi.cz at wWW.aJllaZOIl.com at www.prekladace.cz at www.Jeda.cz 
Single-unit price (for the entire set - \Vhcn buying the entire \Vhen buying the entire \Vhen buying the entire 

required level not set (3 levels), you still set (5 levels), one level set (3 or 4 levels), one 
available separately) pay more than 150$/seL costs less than 600 CZK. le"el costs a bit less. 

Can you try out the Comprehensi'T online 
Online demo, 1 month 

program before buying - demo or free demo disc 
full trial 

-
it? including free dclivel)' 

Can you fmd out Yes - the content of all 
exactly what is in tlle lessons can be 

- - -
course before bu}~ng pre,~ewed online, free 

it? of charge 

Cnconditional money-
1 montll 6 months - -

back guarantee 

License model Standard 
First-sale restriction 

Standard Standard 
(resale is prohibited) 

A, ailability in the Few bookshops and International websites Many national Many national 
Czech Republic websites only bookshops and websites bookshops and websites 
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AngIicky efektivne a Rosetta Stone English AngIictina Elements pro Tell Me More 
AngIiclci. gramatika (U.K.) Level 3 sti'edne pokrorue Ang!ictina 3 

Implicitly, all four products are claimed by their companies to be suitable for adult learners and to fully 

Purpose 
replace COllYentional ways of second language acquisition (that is teacher-based language courses, and/or 

interaction with native speakers), Interestingly, however, none of the companies makes such claims 
explicitly. 

The most successful 
"The Fastest, Easiest program for foreign 
Way to Learn a New language learning 

Language" Based on modem world,,~de 

Claims and promises 
Complex multimedia 

"Contains everytlling teaching methods Contains all essential 
as found on tlle 

course which uses tried 
you need to start Fast and effective components oflanguage 

websites of the 
and tested technologies 

learning a language" preparation for everyday learning, including 
individual companies Learn "a new language communication cultural knowledge and 

naturally - the same way Cultural immersion grammar reference 

you learned your first Communicate with tlle 
language" computer as if it were a 

human interlocutor 

Method (not indicated) 
Implicit teaching, Blend of diIlerent Implicit teaching, 

nnmerSlon methods nnmerSlon 

All four companies name well known enterprises who, they claim, are among their customers; but none 
References names specific studies, i.e. scientific evidence for tlleir implicit and explicit claims as to the effectiveness of 

their products 

5.2 Evaluation criteria 

a) Setting goals and tracking progress 

AngIick.y efektivne a Rosetta Stone English AngIictina Elements pro Tell Me More 
AngIiclci. gramatika (U.K.) Level 3 stredne pokrocile Ang!ictina 3 

Learners can choose 
between three modes: 
I. Free-to-roam mode 
(user -driven approach) 

2. Guided mode 

Lealller needs to select Learners can either follow the proposed sequence of 
(activities and 

Role of the learner 
acti\~ties activities or choose their own path 

progression determined 
by learning objectives) 

3. Dynamic mode: 
entirely program-driven 
- learning path seems to 

be determined by a 
dynamic learner profile 

Entry-test (existing 
knowledge, lealller'S 

- - - -
learning style a11d 

strategics) 

(claimed, but integrated Learner may select to Learner may select to 
Long-term goals setting function seems to be of work on all skills or - work on all skills or 

little use) individual skills only indi\~dual skills only 

\'VOl-king out a specific Automatic, no 
Automatic, not fully 

- - transparent a1ld no 
action plall explanations offered 

explallations offered 
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Learner diary 
(subjective progress- - - - -

tracking 

Advanced learner At least partly, but not At least partly, but not 
- -

modeling transparent Il-ansparent 

b) Motivation 

AngIick.yefektivne a Rosetta Stone English AngIictina Elements pro Tell Me More 
AngIicka gramatika (U.K.) Level 3 stredne pokrocile Anglictina 3 

Working towards a 
(not at this level, 

- - according to the Yes 
certificate (end-goal) 

company's website) 

Improving learner's 
- - - -

self-knowledge 

No (pictures and topics 
Partly (many pictures 

Cultural immersion Partly 
are culturally neutral) 

Yes and topics are culturally 
neutral) 

Short-term goals -
Limited, e.g. stopwatch - Limited, e.g. stopwatch 

mode mode 

Advocating regularity - - - -

Success-model to 
follow (e.g. successful 
autodidacts describe - - - -
how they achieved 

their goals) 

Advice on demands of 
lang learning in terms 

of amount of time, 
persistence, and what - - - -
learning is in general, 

what is needed around 
learning 

Cooperative elements, 
or ad,~ce on - - - -
cooperation 

c) Learning 

AngIicky efektivne a Rosetta Stone English AngIictina Elements pro Tell Me More 
AngIicka gramatika (U.K.) Level 3 stredne pokroi'ile AngIii'tina 3 

Clear structure of 
lessons - ,~th warm-up 

?\ 0 structure at all 
Yes, and very dearly Only partly; similar to a Yes, but not clearly 

activities, and practice presented text book presented 
involving all skills 

;\ 0 - practice consists 
Variety of acti,~ties mainly of learning Limited - witllin one hour one is likely to know all exercise types 

sentence pairs 

Explicit grammar 
Partly - learners can 

teaching 
Yes. - Yes look up grammar topics 

in the reference section 
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AngIicky efekti:vne a 
AngIicka gramatik.a 

Implicit grammar 
-

teaching 

Meaning-based 
approach (releyance), 

-
including list of topics 

dealt witll 

Behavioral approach 
-

for automatization 

Active retrieval 
tlrrough free language -

production 

Only self-compar~son; 
speech recognition 

True speech 
technology for voice 

commands wifu which 
recognition technology 

users can navigate etc. -
tllis is totally 
unnecessary 

Building on L1, arld 
Yes, but not effectively 

contrasting 

Comprehensive 
-

feedback 

Fossilization 
identification and -

elimination 

Priming -

Simple repetition 
Revision 

module 

Interaction Witll otller 
-

leanlers 

Interaction wifu 
-

teachers 

Quick look-up of 
words tlle leanlcr does -

not know 

Grammar reference 
For selected points; not 

easily accessible 

Content export 
Audio content to audio 

CD or MP3 liles 

d) The user interface 

AngIicky efekti:vne a 
AngIicka gramatik.a 

Rosetta Stone English AngIictina Elements pro Tell Me More 
(U.K.) Level 3 sti'edne pokrocile AngIictina 3 

Yes Yes Yes 

- Partly Partly 

Partly 
Partly (fuanks to fue Re-

no 
Wise f1U1ction) 

- - -

Only self-comparison; 
speech recognition 

Yes, moderately 
technology for voice 

Yes, advanced 
commands wifu which 

advaI1ced technology 
users can navigate etc. -

technology 

tllls is totally 
urmecessary 

- Yes, but not effectively -

- - -

- - -

Only wifuin tlle framework of specific wlits 

Claimed - not 
transparent 

-

-

-

-

Rosetta Stone English 
(U.K.) Level 3 
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Yes, bofu in fue form of 
rev~ew units and in fue 
form of a vocabulary 
trainer (tlle 're-n1se' 

function) 

-

-

Yes 

Sinlple 

-

AngIictina Elements pro 
sti'edne pokrocile 

Claimcd - not 
transparcnt 

-

-

Yes 

Sinlple 

Audio content to audio 
CD 

Tell Me More 
AngIictina 3 



AngIickyefek.tivne a Rosetta Stone English AngIictina Elements pro Tell Me More 
AngIicka gramatika (U.K.) Level 3 sti'edne pokroCile Anglictina 3 

Explicit higher-leyel 
- - - -

metaphor 

Implicit higher-leyel 
- Text book Text book -

metaphor 

Too many controls and 
too many different types 

Only partly - in many 
Clear and intuitiYe 

Yes 
of na\~gation controls. 

instances tlle na\~gation 
navigation 

-
Learner choice is not 

restricted to tlle relevant 
is confusing. 

context 

Instead of moving to fue 
automatically to fue next 

step, learners are 

Comfortable 
Yes - program moves 

No - a lot of scrolling 
required to make a 

navigation 
- automatically on to fue 

required. 
mouse click which often 

next step inyolves having to move 
fue mouse pointer from 
one end of fue screen to 

fue ofuer 

Suitable for impaired 
~o - fonts are too small Yes - clear contrasts 

Fonts tend to be ratller 1'\ 0 - contrasts are too 
eyesight small soft 

Good guidance - fue Good guidance - fue 

TutOlial or guidance - program ofTers 
Short tutorial 

program ofTers 
assistance furoughout assistance furoughout 

fue course fue course 

Help - Only elementary Only elementary Only elementary 

Clear instructions - Yes \10stly .v1ostly 

(fue user may choose In Czech or in English, 

C ser intelface is in 
between several major Instructions are in but if ilie learner 

Czech 
Yes languages such as English, help is available chooses English tllen 

French or German, but in Czech dictionary help is not 
cun-ently not Czech) available) 

e) Technical aspects 

AngIick.y efek.tivne a Rosetta Stone English AngIictina Elements pro Tell Me More 
AngIicka gramatika (U.K.) Level 3 sti'edne pokrocile Anglictina 3 

Fairly, except for tlle 
Program lUllS 

Fairly Yes Fairly 
dynamic mode where 

smoofuIy learners are forced to 
wait between each step 

:'\ 0 - dming fue test, fue 
Software is stable program crashed Yes 

repeatedly 

Run from CD or DVD 
- - - -

wifuout installation 
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AngIickyefektivne a Rosetta Stone English AngIii'tina Elements pro Tell Me More 
AngIicka gr:amatika (U.K.) Level 3 sti'edne pokroi'ile AngIii'tina 3 

Possibility to install 
entire contents on the 

hard disk ,,~thout Yes - - -
further need of 

inserting CDs/DVDs 

Instead of providing free 
updates to solve 

problems that arise from 
changing operating 

Due to the fact that the 
system en\~onments, 

product comes on 8 
Ease of installation 

the company describes 
Yes CDs, it can take a while. Yes 

on their website how 
But the installation 

users can solve the 
process is well guided. 

problems manually. 
These tasks, however, 

are too complicated for 
average users. 

By web-form (Leda) or 
Technical support Bye-mail only By phone and e-mail By phone and e-mail e-mail or phone 

(Auralog) 

Guided backup and - - Yes 
retrieval of user data 

5.3 Summary 

Sadly, none of the four language learning software packages qualifies for a general 

recommendation. Before we put this harsh judgement into perspective, it will be useful to 

name the deficiencies common to all four programs. 

Firstly, learners who are yet untrained in self-studying are highly unlikely to achieve tlleir 

learning goals, because none of the programs ,yarns tllem of the pitfalls of tlle self-study 

learning mode, particularly the lack of social interaction, and tlle fact tllat contemporary 

computer technology can deal witll free language production only in very limited contexts. 

The lack of transparency of the learning process as a whole, tllat is an absence of advice for 

the learner on tlle importance of individual steps and of an explanation of the underlying 

concepts of tlle course, as well as a total lack of advice on learning strategies, will not help 

users to become more autonomous and better learners. Those, on tlle otller hand, who 

already possess a certain degree of autonomy, will miss important tools such as 

comprehensive grammar reference. 
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Secondly, none of the products welcomes new users by giving them the opportunity to find 

out about their existing knowledge and determine their wants and needs. Further serious 

doubts relate to the lack of adequate feedback. 

a) 'Anglickyefektivne a Anglicka. gramatika.' by Landi 

There are a couple of good ideas in the program, but as a whole and in the context of its 

intended use, there is hardly anything positive that can be said about this product. It lacks 

reference to the CEFR, it lacks reliable guidance and indeed even a help section, almost any 

form of motivational element,> (such as long-term goal setting), progress-management, well 

structured content, convincing teaching methods, as well as a stable, easy-to-understand user 

interface. Is seems highly improbable that any teaching professional has ever been involved in 

the development of the software. 

A couple of months ago, the company has shut down their phone lines and it looks as if there 

will be no further development of this product. 

b) 'Rosetta. Stone' by Fairfield Language Tedlllologies 

Very recently, at tlle end of August 2007, Fairfield Language Technologies have presented 

the newest version of tlleir language learning software. While a lot of the criticism that applies 

to Landi's program applied to Rosetta Stone version 2 as well, version 3 comes with so many 

improvements that tlle product advances to be one of the best internationally. The user 

interface now provides reliable guidance, exercises are now integrated into well structured, 

transparent lessons instead of being grouped according to one of five skills, and the product 

now seems to contain an advanced speech recognition engine. 

Still, criticism applies not only to tlle high price (around three times tlle price of Tell Me 

More) and tlle fact tllat resale is prohibited. In addition to the defects that are common to all 

four programs, major V\!Cak points of this product include that fact that there is no working 

towards a specific end goal (possibly an international certificate), and that its methodology is 

based on tlle assumption that second language learning in adultllOod can be compared to first 
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language acquisition in childhood. The reasons for which I consider such an approach as 

deeply flawed have been laid out in chapter 2. 

c) 'Anglictina Elements' by Langmaster 

The second Czech made language learning program profits considerably from the fact that it 

is, so it seems, to be based on a text book. Thus, navigation is facilitated because the lesson 

structure provides an implicit metaphor for orientation, and there is a clear, transparent path 

to follow. 

A major disadvantage of the product consists in the absence of advanced speech recognition 

technology for training pronunciation. It is not a good idea to use the integrated voice 

command functionality to improve one's pronunciation skills, because the technology used 

there is intended for native speakers and unable to provide corrective feedback. 

The current version dates back to 2003, and this software will require a general overhaul in 

order to keep pace with Auralog and Fairfield Language Technologies. 

d) 'Tell Me More' by Auralog 

lJnlike the three other companies, Auralog and Leda give the potential buyer littIe 

opportunity to take a closer look at the product before buying it. Once bought, unsatisfied 

customers will not be reimbursed. 

Similar to Rosetta Stone, this program follows an implicit and monolingual approach, but not 

as stubbomly. Translations of individual words into Czech and a simple grammar reference 

arc provided, which is a positive point. While navigation is considerably worse than in 

Rosetta Stone, speech recognition technology in Tell Me More seems more advanced and 

provides more detailed feedback. Further advantages of Tell Me More are tIle interactive 

dialogues which can provide real opportunities to practice speaking skills, and the integration 

of the CEFR, including tIle possibility to work towards a specific examination. 
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6. Conclusions 

The criteria est..1.blished in the theoretical part of this thesis were fully confirmed by the 

practical study, and it has to be concluded that long-term learning progress using exclusively 

contemporary learning software is improbable. 

Many defects can be eliminated, for instance the lack of transparency in the learning process 

which prevents learners from gradually taking over responsibility for their leaming and 

moving from a fully program-driven to a more user-driven leaming mode. What is needed in 

this case is more and better explanation on how and why exactly leanlers are supposed to 

carry out particular activities. Many otller desirable improvements are technically feasible: an 

entry-test in which the current level, tlle learning style and tlle preferred learning strategies are 

determined prior to leanling; a scheduling module which promotes regular learning and 

includes a leamer diary; and a wider choice of content to allow learners to choose texts and 

videos which would naturally appeal to them and thereby base leaming more on intrinsic 

motivation. 

But tllere are two major obstacles to leaming progTess in our setting which are much more 

difficult to remove: Firstly, the inability of contemporary computer technology to adequately 

train the productive skills (speaking and writing), especially free production, will remain for 

many years to come. Secondly, tlle need for social intcraction can and should not be met by 

computer simulations nor by computer mediated communication (social interaction through 

communication technology). Or as Holland et al. put it: We ought to see "technologies as 

ways to buttress lived experience" (1995, p. xiY), not as ways to replace it. 

For both problems, tlle solution tllat is now beginning to emerge is called blended leaming 

(Lamping, 2003), i.e. a hybrid approach which combincs computer-assisted language learning 

and group-based leaming. Developers and researchers ought to invest their efforts in tllis 

direction. 
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